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Interpretive theme: Pioneer settlement history 
- interpretation of the history of European 
settlement of the Gleniffer Valley, and the 
continued link with present day families of the 
Bellingen Shire.

QR code link:
http://www.bellingennow.com/Earl_Preston/
index.html
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Gleniffer Reserves Interpretive Signage

Welcome to the  
Gleniffer Valley

Neighbouring the spectacular World Heritage 
Dorrigo National Park, Bindarri National Park 
and Tuckers Nob State Forest, the Gleniffer Valley 
is part of a significant natural asset that is highly 
valued by local residents and the Bellingen Shire 
community. For generations, locals have enjoyed 
swimming in the crystal-clear waters of the Never 
Never River, picnicking in lush natural surrounds, 
bushwalking and birdwatching, and coming 
together for social gatherings at the Gleniffer  
Hall and Church. 

The Natural Environment

The Gleniffer Valley enjoys a warm temperate 
climate, with high rainfall and a predominantly 
summer storm season. This combination of 
abundant rain, rich volcanic fertile soils and 
temperate climate has produced an incredibly 
biodiverse environment, supporting a great variety 
of flora and fauna. Most properties with native 
bush and waterways are home to a multitude of 
species of frogs, reptiles, mammals (including 
platypus), birds, fish and insects. 

The Arrival of White Settlers

When European settlers first began to arrive in the 
Gleniffer Valley in the 1860s, they discovered a 
land of rich and abundant natural resources, with 
prime timber cutting and agricultural areas, lush 
river frontages and fertile valleys. The traditional 
Indigenous custodians of this country are part 
of the Gumbaynggirr Nation, and have been 
connected with this land for tens of thousands  
of years. 

As parcels of freehold acreages were given to 
settlers for timber getting, dairy farming and 
other agricultural pursuits, rural properties were 
cleared and fenced, and the Gumbaynggirr people 
were forced to the fringes, or onto Missions or 
Reserves. Conflicts between the Aboriginals and 
settlers began to diminish by the late 1800s, when 
the devastating effects of dislocation, depopulation 
and disease irreversibly altered the traditional way 
of life for the Gumbaynggirr people.  

Today the Indigenous custodians of this land  
are reclaiming local knowledge of this country, 
and sharing it with the greater community through 
Gumbaynggirr language classes, local arts and 
cultural festivals, and other community initiatives.

“The North Arm [Gleniffer] can boast a beauty all its own, with its 
bright silver stream of pure water winding in and out among the rich 
farms, and with height above height of mountain peak, clothed with  
a wealth of verdure which can only be fully appreciated by those  
who have seen it…”

Northern Courier, 22nd February 1898

Scan the QR code to learn 
more about this place

Top 5 Tips
Help us preserve the natural 
beauty of the Gleniffer Valley 
by following these tips, ensuring 
future generations can enjoy  
this wonderful place.

1. Thank you for respecting  
our natural environment –  
we appreciate you taking  
your rubbish with you. 

2. Please consider the neighbours 
– this is their backyard.

3. Thanks for doing the right thing 
by staying on tracks, and keeping 
off any regeneration areas.

4. We and our wildlife appreciate 
your careful driving and safe 
parking.

5. Keep sunscreen, insect 
repellent and soaps out of the 
water – generations of fish and 
frogs will thank you!

Gleniffer co-op dairy factory

 Gleniffer dairy factory manager’s house

Gleniffer Village at the crossroads

The Syndicate Tramway,  
used to transport hoop pine 
down the mountainside from  
the Dorrigo Plateau to Gleniffer  
between 1912 and 1928.

Building Keough’s bridge,  
Gleniffer Hall in the background

Images courtesy of Colin Sutton,  
with thanks to John Lean and the  
Bellinger Valley Historical Society.
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The original 
Gleniffer Village
“The life was healthy and simple and it did not 
exclude by any means mental ability, though book-lore 
was a back number. For compensation, the book of 
nature was ever near, her pages flying free and open; 
nothing was lacking to the pioneer but the soft cradle 
of conventional comfort. This he sacrificed willingly, 
thereby learning to value it when he earned it again  
by the sweat of his brow.”
Richard Ingell, Gordonville School Teacher, 1921

Earl Preston
Earl “Doc” Preston 
arrived in Gleniffer 
in 1929. He was an 
active and much- 
loved member of  
the community,  
who generously  
gave his time and 
possessions to many 
aspects of village life.

Gleniffer village, c. 1911 
Keough’s dairy herd and the  

community church on the right

Four generation’s of McFadyens

Isabella Keough, wife  
of Nicholas Keough Snr

Nicholas Keough Snr with 
sons Nicholas & John

Gleniffer Union Church, c. 1910 A picnic at the Gleniffer tennis court, c. 1933 
Located on the site of Arthur Keough Reserve today

Images courtesy of Colin Sutton,  
great grandson of Nicholas Keogh Snr. 

With thanks to John Lean and the 
Bellinger Valley Historical Society. 
Source: Settlers of the North Arm -  
The First 100 Years of Settlement.

Pioneer families of the Promised Land

The first European inhabitants of the Gleniffer valley 
arrived in 1866. John and Margaret McFadyen 
hailed from Glasgow in Scotland. Margaret named 
Gleniffer after the Gleniffer Braes near Paisley, as 
the mountains reminded her of the verdant hills of 
Scotland. John McFadyen built their home from 
large slabs of bush timber and planted a sizeable 
orchard in the surrounding area- parts of which were 
still visible a century later. 

The next family to arrive was Nicholas Keough and 
his kin, who bought 200 acres across the road from 
the McFadyens. Much of the prime land in the area 
was acquired by these two families. Later, Gleniffer 
was given another name, the Promised Land, by Alex 
Nicholson. Whilst discussing the beauty of the land 
with “Red Jack” McFadyen, it’s believed he said, 
“This is the land of milk and honey. It should be 
called the Promised Land.” 

The original Gleniffer village

The beginnings of community life began in the 
households of local inhabitants. The first post office, 
school and church service were all established in 
John McFadyen’s home. As the valley welcomed 
more settlers, a village formed in these very lands of 
the Earl Preston Reserve in the early 1900s. A butter 
factory was built initially, followed by the opening of 
a bakery, butchery, general store and post office. The 
Liberty hall (which stood just near the current hall) 
was also a popular destination for local community 
gatherings, including social events and sporting 
activities like boxing, cricket and football. 

This thriving village continued to flourish until it was 
hit by two world wars and the Great Depression. 
However, it was the change of lifestyle in the 1970s 
that also altered the community, as the timber getting 
and farming industry declined.

Arrival of the “Alternative Lifestylers”

The 1970s also brought a new group of settlers to 
the area. The Aquarius festival in Nimbin in 1973 
–  which was known as Australia’s Woodstock –  
attracted droves of “alternative lifestylers” out of the 
cities to the areas of the mid and north coasts. These 
people sought to live by “new age” ideals in reaction 
to wars, environmental degradation and societal 
conventions, and set up intentional communities on 
the land, some of which are still in existence today. 
The area continues to attract artists, craftspeople, 
writers, musicians and tree-changers inspired by the 
slow living movement established decades before. 
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Arthur Keough Reserve
Interpretive theme: Indigenous cultural heritage 
- recognition and celebration of the cultural 
identity of the Gumbaynggirr people and their 
connection within the Gleniffer Valley and 
surrounds, and providing an essential link 
between the past and the present.

QR code link: 
http://www.bellingennow.com/Arthur_Keough/
index.html

PART B – Supporting Material
Gleniffer Reserves Interpretive Signage
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The Gumbaynggirr people worked with the 
seasons, making the most of the abundance of 
foods at different times of the year. The elders 
of Gumbaynggirr country identify parts of the 
Gleniffer Valley as camp grounds and meeting 
places, used to connect with neighbouring clans to 
marry, celebrate culture, and pass on traditional 
knowledge about law and custom.  

Bush tucker and fishing

The Gleniffer Valley provided a rich source 
of foods with its diverse flora and fauna. The 
Gumbaynggirr people would collect native seeds, 
plants, insects and grubs, and animals were hunted 
for their meat and skins, including gaabi (swamp 
wallabies), guljuu (pademelon), giilung (ring-tailed 
possums), and dunggiirr (koalas). There was also 
a bounty of snakes, lizards and muujay (echidna). 
Honey was a prized delicacy in Aboriginal culture, 
and therefore tree climbing was an important skill 
used for hunting.

The Never Never river also provided a plentiful 
diet as a site for freshwater fishing, including 
giirray (yabbies) and ngurlaa (freshwater turtles). 
The Gumbaynggirr people used many different 
methods for catching fish, and this knowledge 
(what to catch, when to catch it and what types of 
bait to use), was passed down through generations.  

 

The river bed was also an important site for 
creating hunting tools from stones along the edge, 
and grinding grooves may still be found today. 
Both men and women would make these tools, as 
well as dilly bags for hunting and nets for fishing. 
Men would generally do more of the hunting 
whilst women would source food in other ways.

Everything is connected

In Aboriginal cosmology, everything is connected, 
and their way of life reflects this. Gumbaynggirr 
people connect the plateau with the coast along the 
rivers that wind their way through country. They 
understand the cyclical nature of the seasons and 
how this affects the land, animals and plants. This 
relationship to country ensures that the land and 
all its inhabitants, human and otherwise, are cared 
for across many generations.

Welcome to the 
Gumbaynggirr 
Homeland

The Gleniffer Valley is nestled within the traditional homelands of the 
Gumbaynggirr people, from the high rainforest areas of the Dandarrga 
(Dorrigo) plateau, through the Bellinger Valley (Budaabang) out to the 
coastal lands of Yurruun.ga (Urunga).  

‘Never Never Creek, Promised Land Bellingen’  
by Natalie Bateman and Gumbaynggir artist  
Keene Ballangarry 

“We started the painting at Broken Bridge by  
the river. It was a beautiful day with lots of colour 
around us. Keene put spirits in the trees as that day 
we became one with the surroundings, with the 
river flowing and surrounded by the dancing  
spirits of his ancestors.”

For more about the painting, scan the QR code below.

Top 5 Tips
Help us preserve the natural 
beauty of the Gleniffer Valley 
by following these tips, ensuring 
future generations can enjoy  
this wonderful place.

1. Thank you for respecting  
our natural environment –  
we appreciate you taking  
your rubbish with you. 

2. Please consider the neighbours 
– this is their backyard.

3. Thanks for doing the right thing 
by staying on tracks, and keeping 
off any regeneration areas.

4. We and our wildlife appreciate 
your careful driving and safe 
parking.

5. Keep sunscreen, insect 
repellent and soaps out of the 
water – generations of fish and 
frogs will thank you!

Acknowledgement 

The Never Never Catchment Group, along 
with local residents and community groups, 
have played a significant role in caring for the 
environment you see around you – including 
riverbank regeneration, rubbish removal and 
fostering of wildlife corridors. The beautiful 
surroundings that are here for you to enjoy 
would not have been possible without their 
outstanding contributions to environmental 
conservation in the Gleniffer Valley.

About Arthur Keough 

The Keoughs were part of the first settler 
pioneer families to arrive in the Gleniffer 
Valley. This area was dedicated for public 
use by Jack Keough in memory of his father, 
Arthur Keough (1896-1972).

Scan the QR code to learn 
more about this place
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Angel Gabriel Capararo Reserve
Interpretive theme: The natural environment 
and flora - creating awareness that the 
Gleniffer Reserves and their surroundings are a 
significant natural environmental asset.

QR code link: 
http://www.bellingennow.com/Angel_Gabriel_
Capararo/index.html

PART B – Supporting Material
Gleniffer Reserves Interpretive Signage
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Never Never River- 
World Heritage 
environment

The Promised Land is renowned for its almost 
magical landscape, with the Never Never river 
weaving through a rich backdrop of native flora 
and fauna. The river area is nestled into the 
lower slopes of Dorrigo and Bindarri National 
Parks, and is a central focus for the Gleniffer 
community. Local landcare volunteers from 
the Never Never Catchment Group continually 
work to improve the zones along the river banks 
and the roadsides, as the health of the vegetation 
and waterways are vital to sustaining the rich 
biodiversity of plants and creatures in the valley.

Native plant species

The land you see around you was once covered 
in subtropical rainforest trees and wet eucalypt 
forests, with weeping lilly-pillies, giant fig 
trees and water gums. The valley also contains 
important populations of the threatened aniseed 
myrtle rainforest tree. These species perform 
the important role of not only providing shade, 
but also stabilising the river banks to prevent 
erosion. The Never Never Catchment group 
have spent many hours planting over 50,000 
native trees and removing privet, lantana, 
camphor laurel and other weeds that run wild  
in the riparian zones along the river bank.  

World Heritage environment

The Never Never catchment is a World Heritage 
area, renowned for its pristine waters and 
swimming holes. The river is integral to the lives 
of the local community. These waters create 
spaces for rest, recreation, birdwatching and 
contemplation, as well as providing a source of 
household drinking water to local residents.  
By caring for the landscape and treading lightly, 
these areas remain as healthy waterways and 
flourishing habitats for all species and creatures. 

Top 5 Tips
Help us preserve the natural beauty of the Gleniffer 
Valley by following these tips, ensuring future 
generations can enjoy this wonderful place.

1. Thank you for respecting our natural 
environment – we appreciate you taking  
your rubbish with you. 

2. Please consider the neighbours – this is their 
backyard.

3. Thanks for doing the right thing by staying on 
tracks, and keeping off any regeneration areas.

4. We and our wildlife appreciate your careful 
driving and safe parking.

5. Keep sunscreen, insect repellent and soaps out 
of the water – generations of fish and frogs 
will thank you!

Scan the QR code to learn 
more about this place

“I have meandered in these great forests in my spare time, following 
dried water courses and tops of ridges, and there was always 
something fresh to observe in nature’s great museum: freak trees, 
giant staghorns, the wonderful patches of Bangalow wild rice with 
their long strings of edible fruit, bush nuts and other native fruits.”

Alex Kethel, Bellingen Courier Sun, 26th May 1950

About Angel Gabriel Capararo 

Angel Gabriel Capararo was a well-known and respected resident 
of the Gleniffer Valley in the first half of the 20th century.  
He was noted in the Brisbane Courier Mail newspaper in 1938  
for “modernising” the Promised Land, as his property was one  
of the first to be supplied with electricity.

Native plant species of the Gleniffer Valley: 
Gumbaynggirr language names

There are many native plants known to the 
Gumbaynggirr people – these are just a few.

Common name Gumbaynggirr name
bangalow palm garraanyjiga
black apple tree wiigulga
black bean tree binyjaalga
bloodwood, pink wuuban.ga
bloodwood, red wuruuman.ga
bracken fern gamiiny
bulrush bunday
cabbage palm wawarrga, bawarr
cunjevoi plant dawguway
flame tree baagambin.ga
hoop pine bindarrga
lilly-pilly jijimam
long yam daam
moreton bay fig guwanggaga
reed baranyjin
rush bunduljin
sandpaper fig gaagunyga
silky oak wirrgilga
smart weed bambil-bambil
vine jugiil
water gum wayngangga
waterlily gundarang
waterweed nulun
wattle, sally yulun.ga
wild grape vine giirrgurr
wild raspberry bagulam

Source: Morelli, Steve: Gumbaynggirr BijaarrJandaygam, Ngaawa 
Gugaarrigam, Gumbaynggirr Dictionary and Learner’s Grammar. 
Muurrbay Aboriginal Language & Cultural Co-operative, 2008, 
Nambucca Heads, NSW. 

All images © Shane Ruming 

Acknowledgement 

The Never Never Catchment Group, along with local residents 
and community groups, have played a significant role in caring 
for the environment you see around you – including riverbank 
regeneration, rubbish removal and fostering of wildlife corridors. 
The beautiful surroundings that are here for you to enjoy would 
not have been possible without their outstanding contributions to 
environmental conservation in the Gleniffer Valley.

Flame tree  
(Brachychiton acerifolius)

Cabbage palm  
(Livistona australis)

Water gum  
(Tristaniopsis laurina)

Cunjevoi plant  
(Alocasia brisbanensis)

Hoop pine  
(Araucaria cunninghamii)

Sandpaper fig  
(Ficus coronata)

Black bean tree pods  
(Castanospermum australe)

Wild raspberry  
(Rubus rosifolius)
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Broken Bridge Reserve
Interpretive theme: The natural environment 
and fauna - creating awareness that the 
Gleniffer Reserves and their surroundings are a 
significant natural environmental asset.

QR code link: 
http://www.bellingennow.com/Broken_Bridge/
index.html

PART B – Supporting Material
Gleniffer Reserves Interpretive Signage
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Native animals of 
the Gleniffer Valley

World Heritage habitat

The Never Never River area provides a valuable 
ecological buffer to the lower slopes of Dorrigo 
and Bindarri National Parks, forming part 
of important animal habitat links between 
World Heritage National Parks, State Forest 
and private property. This connection helps to 
protect aquatic ecosystems and provides habitat 
for numerous native and threatened species.

Native animals of the land, sky and waterways

The Gleniffer Valley is a lush environment that 
is teeming with wildlife. These lands are home 
to an abundant array of species of mammals, 
frogs, reptiles and macro invertebrates. Koalas 
doze in the gum trees while swamp wallabies 
and pademelons graze the lands at dawn and 
dusk. Throughout the evening, possums scurry 
through the branches of the old weeping lilly 
pillies, while the boobook owl gazes silently over 
the fields. All the while, the giant barred frog 
croaks its song along the creek lines.

The Gleniffer Valley is a birdwatcher’s paradise. 
Over 55 different species of birds roam the skies 
and nest in the trees here, including kookaburra, 
fairy wren, galahs, red wattlebirds, satin 
bowerbirds, crimson rosellas, willie wagtails and 
eastern whipbirds. Take a moment to sit under 
the trees or lay on the riverbank to observe the 
many different birds and their calls.

There are also numerous species that inhabit the 
waterways, including the Bellingen river catfish, 
and various turtle species, including the critically 
endangered Bellinger River snapping turtle.  
You might be lucky to spot an Australian bass 
fish swimming through the rapids upstream, or a 
platypus den nestled under the mat rush foliage 
along the riverbank.  

Scan the QR code to learn 
more about this place

“There are other memories too, that I can vividly recall: The howl 
of the dingo, the call of the bush birds, the beautiful pigeons - the 
sudden flutter of the wonga pigeon, which scare the wits out of a 
person - the hop of the wallabies as they careered along their beaten 
paths, and the rustle of the snakes over the leaves.”

Alex Kethel, Bellingen Courier Sun, 26th May 1950

Top 5 Tips
Help us preserve the natural beauty of the Gleniffer 
Valley by following these tips, ensuring future 
generations can enjoy this wonderful place.

1. Thank you for respecting our natural 
environment – we appreciate you taking  
your rubbish with you. 

2. Please consider the neighbours – this is their 
backyard.

3. Thanks for doing the right thing by staying on 
tracks, and keeping off any regeneration areas.

4. We and our wildlife appreciate your careful 
driving and safe parking.

5. Keep sunscreen, insect repellent and soaps out 
of the water – generations of fish and frogs 
will thank you!

Acknowledgement 

The Never Never Catchment Group, along with local residents 
and community groups, have played a significant role in caring 
for the environment you see around you – including riverbank 
regeneration, rubbish removal and fostering of wildlife corridors. 
The beautiful surroundings that are here for you to enjoy would 
not have been possible without their outstanding contributions to 
environmental conservation in the Gleniffer Valley.

How Broken Bridge got its name 

The remnants of the old timber bridge that once connected 
Timboon Road with Promised Land Loop can be seen on the edge 
of the riverbank. The bridge was built in the 1930s, however, 
recurring damage from floods over the years forced the removal of 
the bridge in the 1970s.

Common name Gumbaynggirr name
bandicoot (long-nosed) gawuum
black cockatoo gawiyarr
blue-tongue lizard wandarrga
boobook owl (mopoke) guubuny
brush turkey gilgunyjan
brushtail possum gurraagay
butcher bird wulaaran
carpet python jumbaal
currawong dawaalam
eagle garriirl
eastern quoll baalijin
echidna mujaay
eastern rosella burli-burli
eel buurrga
feathertail glider burruurr
freshwater turtle ngurlaa
frog jaraan
flying-fox balawirr
green tree snake giirring
goanna (lace monitor) wirriiga
king parrot gaangan
koala dunggiirr
kookaburra gaagum
lyrebird jaawan
magpie ngaambul
platypus muluny, ngaadam
possum (brushtail) gurraagay
regent bowerbird wagaybulun
satin bowerbird jiirrgan
sugar glider gambany
tadpole girrimbirrin
tawny frogmouth jinijinu
wallaby (swamp) gaabi
wallaby (red-necked) buliin
willie wagtail ganyjarr-ganyjarr
wonga pigeon galulam

Native animal species of the Gleniffer Valley: 
Gumbaynggirr language names

There are many native animals known to the 
Gumbaynggirr people – these are just a few.

Source: Morelli, Steve: Gumbaynggirr BijaarrJandaygam, Ngaawa 
Gugaarrigam, Gumbaynggirr Dictionary and Learner’s Grammar. 
Muurrbay Aboriginal Language & Cultural Co-operative, 2008, 
Nambucca Heads, NSW. 

All images © Shane Ruming

Australian 
king-parrot  
(Alisterus scapularis)

Yellow-tailed black-cockatoo  
(Calyptorhynchus funereus)

Regent bowerbird  
(Sericulus chrysocephalus)

Satin bowerbird  
(Ptilonorhynchus violaceus)

Giant barred frog  
(Mixophyes iteratus)

Grey-headed flying-fox
(Pteropus poliocephalus)

Red-necked pademelon  
(Thylogale thetis)

Lace monitor (goanna)  
(Varanus varius)


